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Individuals weigh information about both rewarding and aversive stimuli to make adaptive decisions. Most studies of
the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), an area where appetitive and aversive neural subsystems might interact, have focused
only on reward. Using a classical conditioning task where novel stimuli are paired with a reward or an aversive air
puff, we discovered that two groups of orbitofrontal neurons respond preferentially to conditioned stimuli associated
with rewarding and aversive outcomes; however, information about appetitive and aversive stimuli converges on
individual neurons from both populations. Therefore, neurons in the OFC might participate in appetitive and
aversive networks that track the motivational significance of stimuli even when they vary in valence and sensory
modality. Further, we show that these networks, which also extend to the amygdala, exhibit different rates of change
during reversal learning. Thus, although both networks represent appetitive and aversive associations, their distinct
temporal dynamics might indicate different roles in learning processes.
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Theorists have posited the existence of complementary appetitive and aversive systems in the brain—
sometimes referred to as “opponent” networks.1–3
Consistent with this idea, we have reported two populations of neurons in the primate amygdala: one
that responds more strongly to stimuli associated
with reward and one that responds more strongly to
stimuli associated with aversive events.4 However,
it remains unclear how these networks interact—in
the amygdala and beyond—and where information
about appetitive and aversive stimuli ultimately converges in the brain. The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC),
a prefrontal area that is intimately interconnected
with the amygdala,5–7 has often been proposed as
a candidate area for the integration of information
about the positive and negative motivational values
of stimuli.8,9
Because OFC has long been implicated in adaptive decision-making and emotional regulation,10–12
it has become an area of great interest to those who

are concerned with how the motivational significance of stimuli are represented in the brain. OFC
is well situated anatomically to link sensory stimuli with affective properties: it receives projections
from higher sensory cortices of all modalities13–15
and is positioned to receive information related to
motivation and emotion via reciprocal connections
with areas such as the amygdala, hippocampus, and
striatum.5–7,16–18 Furthermore, outputs from OFC
to the hypothalamus and other subcortical areas
could participate in the regulation of physiological
responses to motivationally relevant stimuli.19,20
These factors suggest OFC as a locus for the
convergence of the appetitive and aversive associations of stimuli and as a possible neural substrate
for decision making on the basis of their motivational significance. Limiting our understanding,
however, is that very few neurophysiological studies have investigated the representation of aversive
events and associations, rather than just rewards, in
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this brain area. Likewise, there have been few studies examining the relationship of neural signals in
OFC to activity in other brain areas, such as the
amygdala, in response to either rewards or aversive
events. These gaps in knowledge are an impediment
to understanding how information about appetitive and aversive stimuli might come together in
OFC, and how these signals might interact with
those in other brain areas to facilitate adaptive
behavior.
An approach for interrogating valence
encoding in OFC
To investigate the representation of appetitive and
aversive events in OFC, and in other key brain areas
such as the amygdala, our group has used a version of classical conditioning in which visual conditioned stimuli (CSs) are paired with rewarding or
aversive unconditioned stimuli (USs; Fig. 1A).4,21,22
During each session, three novel, abstract fractal images were presented in a pseudorandom order and
followed, after a delay—the trace interval—by one
of three reinforcements: a large liquid reward (after
the “strong positive” image), a small liquid reward
(after the “weak positive” image), or an aversive air
puff targeted at the monkey’s face (after the “negative” image). Monkeys quickly learned to associate
each CS with its outcome. Although no behavior was
required other than visual fixation, monkeys developed responses to the images that revealed their
expectation of reward—as indicated by anticipatory licking at the reward spout—or expectation
of an aversive air puff, as indicated by anticipatory
eye closure, a defensive behavior that we refer to as
“blinking.” As shown in Figure 1B and C, monkeys’
behavior effectively discriminated among all three
image types.
After subjects learned the initial associations, the
outcomes for the strong positive and negative images were switched without warning, and monkeys
learned the new associations through experience
(the image that was followed by weak reward maintained the same association throughout the session).
The reversal was essential to disentangle neural signals related to reinforcement contingencies from
signals pertaining to the sensory characteristics of
images. Moreover, many experiments have shown
that successful reversal learning—whether in rats,
monkeys, or humans—relies on an intact OFC.23–26
Thus, this task allowed us to examine the responses
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of individual orbitofrontal neurons during a type
of learning in which OFC may play a primary
role.
While monkeys performed this task, we recorded
the activity of single neurons in OFC,21 focusing on
cortical areas 13m and 13a.27 We selected these areas
for two reasons. First, these areas overlap with those
regions examined by previous electrophysiological
studies of macaque OFC, allowing a direct comparison of the results. Second, these caudal areas of OFC
are densely interconnected with limbic areas such as
the amygdala, which are implicated in the processing of affective information.5,7 The amygdala has
been proposed to interact with the OFC in support
of a variety of cognitive and affective processes,28
and our group has previously found robust signals there that are related to appetitive and aversive
events.4,22
Responses to CSs and USs
Many studies in rodents and primates have identified orbitofrontal neurons that respond to cues that
predict reward.29–36 These responses are modulated
by such factors as reward magnitude or probability, subjective reward preference, and delay before
reward delivery.31,33,35,37–39 In principle, they could
also be modulated by motor responses elicited by
rewards or their anticipation, or by the sensory characteristics of rewards themselves.35,40–42 Before our
recent work, however, only a few studies examined
the potential encoding of aversive cue–outcome associations in OFC. In a rare exception, Hosokawa
et al. found that some OFC neurons responded differentially to cues related to differently preferred
outcomes, including an aversive electrical stimulus; however, because the authors used an operant
task, subjects learned to avoid the aversive outcome
and rarely actually received a negative reinforcer after cue presentation.43 This was also true for earlier studies using aversive tastes as negative outcomes.29–30 The avoidance of an aversive event may
be experienced as rewarding, and can in fact activate reward pathways in the brain44,45 (note that
blinking, in our task, is a defensive behavior that
does not constitute avoidance: it did not change
the probability of experiencing the air puff, although it may have reduced the subjective intensity).
By using classical conditioning, we ensured that
reinforcements followed the CS presentations with
a consistent probability.
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Figure 1. OFC neurons and behavior differentiate among CSs in a mixed appetitive/aversive trace conditioning task. (A) Task
structure. Top and bottom rows: images with reverse associations with large rewards and air puffs. Middle row: the image is always
associated with small reward. Reinforcement occurs with 80% probability on all trial types. (B, C) Mean probability of licking (B)
and blinking (C) as a function of time during the trial. Data shown are for one subject averaged over all sessions. (D, E) Peristimulus
time histograms (PSTHs) displaying the average activity across trials for one positive (D) and one negative (E) value-coding cell.
PSTHs are aligned on image onset and truncated at the time of reinforcement. Blue, average activity during large reward (positive)
trials; cyan, average activity during small reward (weak positive) trials; red, average activity during air puff (negative) trials. Dashed
vertical lines indicate image onset and offset. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 21.

Using the appetitive/aversive conditioning task
described above, our group has found many neurons
in OFC with responses that differentiated among
cues that predicted different outcomes, including
outcomes with different valences. These neurons do
not have responses related to the motor responses
(licking and blinking) occurring in anticipation of
or in response to the appetitive and aversive out-

comes;4,21 therefore, they do not simply represent
the association between a CS and the motor response elicited by the predicted US. We used a twoway ANOVA with main factors of image identity
and image value to identify 86 neurons (of 217 cells
recorded in two monkeys) that had a significant
effect of image value on firing rate (P < 0.01). Two
examples of such “value-coding” neurons are shown
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in Figure 1D and E, in which neuronal activity is
aligned on CS presentation. The cell shown in Figure
1D responds more strongly to an image that predicts
strong reward than to the same image after reversal,
when it predicts aversive air puff; therefore, we categorize it as a positive value-coding cell. Conversely,
the cell shown in Figure 1E has a stronger response
to a given image when it is associated with air puff;
therefore, we categorize it as a negative value-coding
cell. Notably, in both cases, the response to the image
that predicted weak reward was intermediate compared with the response to the strong positive or
negative image. Thus, these neurons do not seem to
simply represent the sensory characteristics of the
outcomes associated with CSs. For example, consider the cell shown in Figure 1E. Its “preferred” US
is the aversive air puff, yet it also responds to a CS
predicting a small liquid reward—a US with very
different sensory characteristics.
The examples in Figure 1D and E suggest that,
overall, the responses of OFC neurons to CSs incorporate information about both positive and
negative outcomes. To find out whether this was
generally the case, for each value-coding neuron
recorded, we calculated a positive/weak-positive discrimination index, which compared responses to the
strong positive and weak positive cues, and a weakpositive/negative discrimination index, which compared responses to the weak positive and negative
cues (Fig. 2A and B). This revealed that the majority of these neurons indeed represent CSs in a
“graduated” fashion, responding to the weak positive cue at an intermediate level relative to the strong
positive and negative cue. This finding is similar to
what we have previously shown for value-coding
cells in the amygdala.22 Moreover, many individual
positive value-coding cells had a significant weakpositive/negative discrimination index (Fig. 2A),
and many individual negative value-coding cells
had a significant positive/weak-positive discrimination index (Fig. 2B). Thus, even cells that fire
most strongly to cues that predict air puff, for example, still respond differentially to cues associated
with different amounts of reward. Notably, nearly all
value-coding cells responded during the CS and/or
trace intervals on both positive and negative trials,
suggesting that few cells process information about
only one type of reinforcement association.
This analysis provided strong evidence that individual OFC cells, by and large, integrate informa-
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tion about positively and negatively valenced outcomes. The same was true of the overall population response. Figure 2C and D displays the average
normalized activity of positive value-coding cells
(Fig. 2C) and negative value-coding cells (Fig. 2D)
in OFC, aligned on CS presentation. Both populations show clear discrimination among all three
levels of CS value throughout the trace interval.
Quantitatively, for both positive and negative valuecoding cells, activity is significantly different among
the three trial types over the entire time interval
between CS presentation and reinforcement (blue
highlighted areas; Wilcoxon, P < 0.001 for each
comparison). Thus, value-coding cells in the OFC
comprise two distinct populations—those that fire
more strongly in response to positively valenced
stimuli and those that fire more strongly in response
to negatively valenced stimuli—but it is clear that
both of these populations also integrate information
about the nonpreferred valence into their representations of CS value.
The population activity plots (Fig. 2C and D)
further show that the differential firing rates for the
three trial types continue into the reinforcement interval (red highlighted areas; Wilcoxon, P < 0.01
for each comparison). As we discuss in the next section, a possible implication is that OFC neurons,
as a population, encode a representation of value
that is not limited to any one stimulus, such as a
CS or US. However, superimposed on this signal,
we often observed responses to the USs—rewards
and air puffs—themselves. Our group has previously shown that neurons in the amygdala, many
of which encode CS value in much the same way
as individual OFC cells,4,22 often have responses to
reinforcements of both valences, especially when
those reinforcements are particularly salient because they occur unexpectedly.22,46 When characterizing OFC’s responses to primary reinforcement,
however, many previous studies have highlighted
neural signals related to reward,29,31,32,35 but few
have examined responses to aversive events. We
found that many OFC neurons—whether positive,
negative, or non-value coding—respond robustly
to both rewards and aversive air puff.21 In fact,
the majority of positive value-coding cells (33/41)
showed responses to air puff, and more than half
of negative value-coding cells (23/45) responded to
large reward delivery. This phenomenon is illustrated by the examples shown in Figure 2E and F,
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Figure 2. OFC neuronal responses integrate information about appetitive and aversive stimuli. (A) Weak-positive/negative
discrimination indices for all positive value-coding neurons. (B) Positive/weak-positive discrimination indices for all negative
value-coding neurons. In A and B, blue indicates significant discrimination index (P < 0.05, permutation test), and red indicates
the nonsignificant discrimination index. Arrowheads indicate mean of each distribution. (C, D) Population average PSTH for all
positive (C) and negative (D) value-coding neurons. Blue line, positive trials; cyan line, weak-positive trials; red line, negative trials.
Vertical dashed lines indicate image onset and reinforcement onset. Blue shading, CS-trace interval, activity different among all
three trial types (P ≤ 0.001 for all comparisons, Wilcoxon); red shading, reinforcement interval, activity different among all three
trial types (P ≤ 0.01 for all comparisons, Wilcoxon). (E, F) PSTHs of neural activity aligned on reward or air puff onset. Activity
is normalized by subtracting the average activity from the 500 ms preceding reinforcement. Vertical dashed line, reinforcement
onset. Blue, response to large reward; cyan, response to small reward; red, response to air puff. (E) Positive value-coding cell with
excitatory responses to reward and air puff. (F) Negative value-coding cell with excitatory responses to large reward and air puff.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. 21.

in which neural activity is aligned on reward or
air puff delivery. A typical positive value-coding
cell (Fig. 2E) exhibits a fast, robust response to air
puff; meanwhile, a typical negative value-coding cell
(Fig. 2F) responds to reward as well as to aversive
outcomes.

Among cells that had a significant response to
large reward, more positive value-coding cells than
negative were excited by reward, and more negative
value-coding cells than positive were inhibited by
reward (chi-square test, P < 0.001). However, the
converse was not true: among cells that responded
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to air puff, both positive and negative value-coding
cells showed more excitatory than inhibitory responses. As we discuss further below, we have
proposed that positive and negative value-coding
cells could be considered part of two separate, yet
interactive subcircuits—an appetitive and aversive
network, respectively—that encode value with opposite signs.47 Consistent with this idea, we conclude
that both the appetitive and aversive networks in
OFC receive information about both rewarding and
aversive USs; however, in some cases (especially for
reward), they encode that information differently.
Notably, although many non-value-coding cells responded to rewards and/or air puffs, more of them
failed to respond to either reinforcement when compared with positive and negative value-coding cells
(chi-square test, P < 0.05). Overall, although there
is a wide range of response profiles to reinforcement, many individual OFC cells seem to receive
information about outcomes with a different affective valence—and even different modality—than
the “preferred” CS and US of the appetitive or aversive network that they comprise.
Encoding of state value in OFC
State value, a key variable in several theoretical
accounts of reinforcement learning,48,49 refers to
the overall value of an agent’s “situation,” which
comprises both external stimuli and internal motivational factors. Classic “actor–critic” and “Qlearning” models of reinforcement learning variously define “state” in terms of the probability, and
sometimes the temporal delay, of future reward, or
with reference to an ongoing rate of reward.50,51 In
our view, however, estimating the value of one’s state
should take into account the current stimuli in the
environment, anticipated future reinforcement, and
internal conditions such as hunger or fatigue.22,28
Although we have not yet tested the sensitivity of
OFC neurons to manipulations of internal motivational factors, the trace conditioning task does allow
us to examine OFC neural responses to a range of
stimuli in the same task.
We reasoned that if a neuron encodes state value,
it should respond to various stimuli in a consistent manner according to its valence preference. In
the trace conditioning task, the monkey experiences
three stimuli during a completed trial: a fixation
point (FP), the CS, and the US. Each stimulus provides new, motivationally relevant information as it
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appears, and can therefore be considered to initiate
a new state. We have already noted that OFC neurons, as a population, respond differentially to the
different trial types—large reward, small reward, or
air puff trials—in a manner that continues from
CS presentation, through the trace period (when no
stimulus is present, but the monkey is expecting an
outcome), and into US presentation. This extended
representation of motivational significance is clearly
visible in the population activity of both the appetitive and aversive neuronal subgroups (Fig. 2C and
D), and is similar to the activity of the corresponding
subpopulations in the amygdala.22
Thus, OFC activity encodes motivational significance consistently across CS and US presentation—
but what about stimuli that are not explicitly involved in the conditioning protocol? At the start of
the trial, the monkey is required to look at an FP
for one second before the appearance of the CS.
Because the FP is eventually followed by reward (either large or small) on two thirds of reinforced trials, it is likely to be experienced as a mildly positive
stimulus; this is also consistent with the fact that
monkeys choose to look at the FP to begin a trial.
Our group has previously examined the responses
of individual amygdala neurons to the FP and found
that many of these cells indeed respond to the FP as
if it were a weakly positive conditioned stimulus.22
We observe much the same phenomenon in individual neurons of the OFC. Positive value-coding
neurons—neurons that fire more strongly to images associated with reward—often increase their
firing in response to the FP; an example is shown
in Figure 3A, in which neural activity is aligned
on FP presentation. Likewise, many negative valuecoding neurons—neurons that fire more strongly to
images associated with an air puff—decrease their
firing when the FP appears (e.g., Fig. 3B).
Population-wise, the proportions of cells that
increased or decreased firing in response to the
FP (Fig. 3C) were significantly different between
positive and negative value-coding populations in
OFC (chi-square test, P < 0.01). Confirming our
previous findings in these new subjects, we also
found a similar relationship for positive and negative value-coding cells in the amygdala (Fig. 3D).
These responses constitute evidence that many neurons in both OFC and amygdala—whether they
are part of the appetitive or aversive network—
encode the value of multiple events during the trial,
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Figure 3. OFC and amygdala neurons encode the value of
states initiated by fixation point presentation. (A, B) PSTHs
aligned on fixation point (FP) presentation for two individual
OFC neurons. Blue, FP response on positive trials; cyan, FP
response on weak positive trials; red, FP response on negative
trials. Vertical dotted lines indicate FP onset and CS onset. (A)
Positive value-coding cell exhibiting an increase in firing rate
during FP presentation. (B) Negative value-coding cell exhibiting a decrease in firing rate during FP presentation. (C, D)
Percentage of value-coding cells in the OFC (C) and amygdala
(D) with increases (blue), decreases (red), or no change (black)
in firing rate during FP presentation. The number of cells in
each category is indicated. In both brain areas, a plurality of
positive value-coding cells increases firing in response to the
FP, whereas a plurality of negative value-coding cells decreases
firing in response to the FP.

suggesting that they may track the value of the subject’s overall “state.” As we discuss below, a key characteristic of state value—as defined here and in our
previous work22 —is that it comprises an ongoing,
inclusive representation of motivational value, even
when such a representation is not immediately used
for decision making.
Learning dynamics of appetitive and
aversive networks
As we have seen, there are many similarities between
neurons of the appetitive and aversive networks that
we have found in OFC21 and amygdala:4,22 both
types of neuron—positive value-coding and negative value-coding—respond to rewarding and aversive CSs and USs. Both are potentially well suited for
tracking state value. Other than the direction of encoding, how do the two populations differ? Recently,
we discovered that appetitive and aversive networks
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in these two brain areas exhibit distinct time courses
of learning-related neural changes.47
To compare the timing of learning-related
changes, we recorded simultaneously in OFC and
amygdala during the mixed appetitive and aversive
reversal learning task. We used a sliding ANOVA
to examine the specific contribution of CS value to
neural signaling over the course of the trials immediately after reversal (Fig. 4A and B). For each neuronal
subpopulation, the contribution of value increased
as learning took place. Surprisingly, some groups of
neurons “learned” the new reinforcement contingencies more rapidly than others. Among positive
value-coding neurons, the contribution of value increased more rapidly and reached a plateau earlier
in OFC than in amygdala (Fig. 4A). Negative valuecoding neurons in amygdala, in contrast, changed
their activity much faster than negative value-coding
neurons in OFC (Fig. 4B). These findings suggest
that distinct sequences of neural processing lead to
the updating of representations within the appetitive and aversive networks.
After learning was completed, the timing of valuerelated signals in the two brain areas told a different story. When we examined the contribution of
CS value to neural responses across time during
the trial, focusing on postlearning trials, we found
that OFC consistently signals expected reinforcement earlier than amygdala (Fig. 4C and D). This
effect was significant among both positive (Fig. 4C)
and negative (Fig. 4D) value-coding cells. Moreover, relative to amygdala, there were more OFC
cells that encoded CS value with the earliest latencies (<150 ms; chi-square test, P < 0.05). Thus, in
contrast to the robust differences between the appetitive and aversive networks during learning, after
learning OFC neurons from both networks encoded
value earlier during the trial. This latter observation
may reflect the primary role of prefrontal areas in
emotional regulation with respect to both appetitive
and aversive events.
Differing conceptions of value in OFC
Whether it is part of an appetitive or aversive network, a neuron that encodes state value would be
expected to represent the value of CSs in a way
that is monotonically related to the motivational
significance of the USs with which they are associated.22 As discussed above, this is precisely the
case for many individual neurons in OFC, as well
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Figure 4. Positive and negative value-coding neurons exhibit different time courses of learning-related activity, but encode value
earlier in OFC than amygdala after learning. (A, B) Normalized average contribution of image value to neural activity plotted as a
function of trial number after reversal for positive value-coding neurons (A) and negative value-coding neurons (B). Contributionof-value index is derived from a two-way ANOVA with factors of CS value and CS identity, applied over a six-trial window and
stepped by one trial at a time. Red and cyan arrowheads indicate mean licking and blinking change points, respectively; the width
of each arrowhead’s base indicates SEM. Neural activity is taken from 90–590 ms after CS onset. Curves are best-fit sigmoids
(± 95% prediction intervals). (C, D) Normalized average contribution of image value as a function of time for positive value-coding
cells (C) and negative value-coding cells (D). Contribution of value is again derived from a two-way ANOVA, now applied to
200 ms bins and stepped by 20 ms across the trial. Asterisks, time points at which the average contribution of value is significant
(Fisher P < 0.0001) for OFC (blue) or amygdala (green). Reprinted with permission from Ref. 47.

as for positive and negative value-coding neurons as
populations.21 Our findings support the idea that,
as suggested by others,34 the activity of OFC neurons often does not simply represent general arousal,
motivation, or attention. Rather, as we have argued,
these neurons may be best described as representing
the association between a CS and the motivational
significance of a US across a spectrum of valence
(positive to negative) and without regard to sensory characteristics—even USs of different sensory
modality, like liquid reward (taste) and air puff (somatosensory and auditory).21,22
Recently, other authors have emphasized the idea
that OFC might represent outcome associations in
a sensory-specific fashion: for example, a neuron
might encode the association of a CS with a bananaflavored pellet, but not with a grape-flavored pellet,
even if they have the same subjective value. Indeed,
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investigators have reported that lesions of rodent
OFC lead to deficits in sensory-specific reinforcement learning, but not in conditioning mediated
by general affective representations.41,52 Of course,
some of the neurons that we have described in OFC
could underlie this type of association: those that
respond to cues associated with one type of US,
but not other types.21 Consistent with this idea,
Padoa-Schioppa and Assad reported that the activity of some OFC neurons is best explained by
“offer value”—the value of only one of two juicepredicting cues available in the “offer” phase of a
choice paradigm.35
However, sensory-specific responses seem not to
comprise the majority of value-coding neurons in
the areas from which we have recorded. This is
also true in the work of Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, who showed that many OFC neurons have
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similar responses to cues that predict different flavors of juice, as long as the rewards are equivalent in
subjective valuation.35,37 These “chosen-value” responses were the single most frequent best-fit variable for OFC activity during the offer period.35 This
observation reflects our own finding that most individual value-coding neurons, as well as the appetitive and aversive networks on a population level,
have responses that integrate a range of CS and US
characteristics including various sensory features—
even different sensory modalities—and valences.
Overall, these findings support a role for primate
OFC in linking cues not just with specific outcomes, but with the general affective properties of
those outcomes, whether rewarding or aversive. It
remains an open question, however, whether OFC
derives this affective information from its own representation of the specific task contingencies—as in
“model-based” accounts of learning53 —or receives
this information from elsewhere, as suggested by
the preponderance of neurons that encode general
affective value.
It is possible that disparate findings between studies in rodents and primates might be attributable
to species differences. After all, it remains unclear
to what degree the areas referred to as “OFC” in
rodents are homologous to primate OFC. Investigators studying rodents point out that the pattern of connectivity between orbitofrontal areas and
amygdala, striatum, and sensory areas is qualitatively similar to that of primate OFC.54–56 However,
prefrontal structures, including OFC, are far more
developed in primates, including more evolutionarily advanced granular and dysgranular cortex that is
entirely absent in rodents.7,27,57 Furthermore, OFC
is intimately interconnected with other areas of prefrontal cortex that are well developed in primates,
but not in rodents. The areas studied as OFC in
rodents might be best compared with the most posterior aspect of OFC in primates—rather than with
the granular/dysgranular areas 13, 14, and 1157 —
perhaps accounting for some of the apparent differences between the representations found there.
Setting aside species differences, a number of authors have recently considered neural signals in OFC
specifically in light of an economic view of value. The
neuroeconomic viewpoint posits that stimuli can be
valued using a common currency, and that this conversion to a universal form of value—sometimes
referred to as “cardinal utility”—might take place in
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OFC.9,41,58–60 The findings of our recent studies are
broadly consistent with this idea, given the integration of information about appetitive and aversive
stimuli, as well as about outcomes with different
sensory properties, by individual neurons within
OFC.21 There is evidence of this convergence in humans as well: for example, recent functional imaging
findings show that the “goal values” of appetitive and
aversive choice options (in this case, liked or disliked
foods) are represented in the same region of human
medial OFC.61
From a neuroeconomic viewpoint, “value” is described as a currency used to compare goods (or
actions) to make decisions. The signals that we report are fundamentally consistent with the idea that
OFC represents economic value; however, we suggest that OFC represents value in situations that extend beyond explicit choice situations—specifically,
by participating in a representation of state value.22
As we have discussed, many individual OFC neurons
respond to a fixation point in a manner consistent
with the idea that it has weakly positive motivational significance. There is only one FP presented
in every trial, and it plays no obvious role in any
explicit choice, other than the “choice” to begin a
trial. Thus, the role of OFC is not limited to the representation of cues or outcomes that are currently
the object of a decision or even those that might
be the object of a decision in the foreseeable future.
Rather, as we propose above, OFC might contribute
to economic decisions in a more general role, providing a continual representation of value that could
be called upon—either by a downstream brain area
or within OFC itself—when it is needed to support
decision making.
At other times, a state value representation might,
for example, contribute to affect-related physiological responses—for example, increased heart rate
during emotional arousal—or even to mood. As we
have previously suggested, it is also possible that
different subpopulations of neurons in OFC encode
value in different ways, supporting different affective functions. Ultimately, though, the concepts of
state value and economic value may simply be two
ways to look at the same signal: if decision making is
defined broadly enough—for example, as selection
of an appropriate behavioral response to a given situation from an array of possibilities—then we are
all making decisions all the time. And each of these
“microdecisions” may require the integration and
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appraisal of value signals represented in OFC and
beyond, across appetitive and aversive networks that
span multiple brain areas.
As we have shown, the appetitive and aversive
networks both receive information about conditioned stimuli and reinforcements across a spectrum of valence. The existence of two networks
that encode value with opposite signs might function, in part, to circumvent the limitations of firing
rate (i.e., the fact that there are no negative firing
rates), allowing an equally wide-ranging representation of both positive and negative value. Importantly, the two networks are interspersed anatomically and are likely to work together in support of
a variety of affective processes. At the same time,
they exhibit distinct patterns of dynamics during
reversal learning, and therefore may play different—
perhaps complementary—roles in supporting flexible, adaptive shifts in behavior. Further experiments
are needed to explore how representation of stimulus value in the appetitive and aversive networks—
in OFC, amygdala, and other areas—are affected
by learning as well as by context, both internal
(e.g., hunger or satiety) and external (e.g., additional stimuli that temporarily change the meaning
of an established CS). Ultimately, a flexible representation of value that incorporates all of these physiologically relevant factors may be most useful for
facilitating adaptive decision making in the natural
environment.
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